Let's give meaning to scientific data!

A multi-disciplinary scientific and technological watch on one of the most important databases of publications and patents in the world.

Simplify your scientific watch by integrating it in your information system and stay informed in real time about the latest trends in innovation and research.

Indexed and analyzed content:

- 90M scientific publications
- 12M patents
- 22M authors
- 120 countries
- 4K publishers

- Global and multidisciplinary quantitative analysis
- Redirection to full-text source content
- Tailor-made offer to all size companies
- Multilingual, national & international content
- Additional sources on demand

"Sirius, at the service of my innovation strategy"

How to integrate Sirius into my science and technology watch strategy?
More informations & démo : https://www.mysciencework.com/sirius

Pauline Crépel - Business Developer  pauline.crepel@mysciencework.com  +33 6 64 85 60 86
Query results: Title, abstract, publication dates, authors, link to the full record and/or full text (in 90% of cases).

Query format: Streams that can be integrated into your environment.

Innovative semantic technology
Operators: Booleans (AND, OR, NOT), Proximity (NEAR), Wild card
Publications - Queries applied on titles, authors, publication dates, abstracts, full text (if available)
Patents - Query fields: summary, full text (claims + description) title, inventors, depositors, original holders, type code, country of filing

SOURCE & DATA
→ 12M + patents from USPTO and EPO databases
→ 90M + publications:
  > + 4K publishers such as Springer, Karger, De Gruyter, Cairn, EDP Science...
  > Open databases: Pubmed / Medline, arXiv, HAL...
  > Other sources on demand
→ Multidisciplinary: Health, physics, biology, engineering, agronomy, social & human sciences...
→ + 120 countries
→ All types of publications: Pre-prints, published articles, posters, conferences proceedings, book chapters...

METHODS & TECHNOLOGIES

REPORTS & DASHBOARD

About MyScienceWork
- Our mission: democratize and valorize scientific data to help better apprehend the world of tomorrow
- Team composed of innovation and data experts
- 3 offices worldwide: Paris, San Francisco & Luxembourg
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